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Terms and Conditions
LEGAL NOTICE

The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible
in the creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does
not warrant or represent at any time that the contents within are
accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet.
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in
this publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors,
omissions, or contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein.
Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or organizations
are unintentional.
In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no
guarantees of income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their
own judgment about their individual circumstances to act
accordingly.
This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business,
accounting or financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services
of competent professionals in legal, business, accounting and finance
fields.
You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.
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Foreword
Many individuals wish to learn Witchcraft as they believe it's going to
be a fast and simple way to rewards. They believe that you follow the
instructions to light a candle, state a few words, and whoosh-- stuff
happens. It doesn’t really happen like that. Get all the info you need
here.

Spell Caster
A Look At The World Of Spell Casting
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Chapter 1:
Spell Casting Basics

Synopsis
Spells don't really work the way you might think-- spells are a bit like
recipes. You may attempt to follow along, however if you aren't
acquainted with the ingredients, if you don't comprehend the
techniques, if you don't have a general understanding of the
techniques or practice very much, it will be haphazard.
As a matter of fact, the more you rely on the recipe, without truly
learning what makes them work, the more misses you'll get than hits.
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The Basics

If you get a recipe at that stage, you don't even understand enough
about cooking to know if it's good, or not. If you can't find the precise
ingredients, or the correct tool, you aren't truly sure what to do or
how it will affect the result of the dish. All you may do is cross your
fingers and trust for the best. Even if it turns out good once, you don't
understand why so you can't truly repeat it.
You need to get past the stage of using others recipes if you want to
truly find out how to cook. You have to learn to comprehend the
ingredients, the tools, hone those skills so that you don't have to keep
reading someone else's instructions, Then you may accomplish your
own vision of a dish, as you've learned what to do.
Witchcraft, like any other skills, calls for more than simply following
"recipes"-- or in this case, spells that others write down. It's not
enough to simply trust it, follow instructions and trust for the best. It
demands that you learn, it requires that you become acquainted with
the ingredients (components), the tools, the strategies.
Here, I'd like to supply you with some information and give you an
overview of the kinds of matters involved.
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Practicing casting spells is only enhanced by likewise studying theory.
I understand a lot of individuals aren't all that tickled about studying
or reading explanations for things, but it truly makes a difference.
As mentioned previously, putting the correct ingredients together
provides you haphazard results. Understanding what you're doing,
and why you're doing it, step-ups your success rate. It helps you
comprehend what you're doing on a lot of levels. It's simpler to spot
those spells that will work, and those that don't; it's simpler to design
your own for your particular purposes. It's simpler to work with your
tools and components, the more you learn.
So the reading truly pays off. There are many philosophies when it
concerns magic and how it works, which is likewise why it pays to
read explanations, theory, philosophies.
The most crucial tool for Witchcraft isn't the cauldron, nor the candle,
nor is it even the spell book. It's the brain.
The stronger you are able to make your brain, the better a Witch you
will be. It's crucial to learn how to:

 Sustain focus for long time periods
 Move at will from one state of awareness to another
 Get at untapped parts of the conscious and subconscious mind
more easily
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 Perfect your sensory perceptions
 Control energy (raising, holding, releasing, directing)

The way you beef up your brain is the same way you'd beef up any
other muscles-- you have to 'exercise' it.
Believe it or not, general brain teasers and puzzles are a great part of
that. Reading is a different really great part to beef up your brain-think of it as suitable nourishment.
There are likewise psychic exercises* to help you improve your mental
abilities. A lot of exercises teach you how to utilize all your senses, as
well as your extra-senses. They likewise teach you how to sense and
gain command over energy.
Likely the most beneficial way to beef up the brain is the M-word;
that's right-- meditation*. I know many individuals do not like that
word, and are not patient enough to master the procedure, however
meditation for the brain is like weight training for the body.
Bear in mind, meditation is not all about sitting quiet, wiping the
brain blank and becoming bored for 60 minutes. There are a lot of
different focal points, a lot of meditative strategies, and for those who
don't like to sit still there's even moving meditations. If you are going
to practice casting spells, you ought to consider at least giving it a try..
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Chapter 2:
The History Of Spells

Synopsis
Spells historically has been the utilization of supernatural powers by
redirecting energy.

A lot of individuals don't comprehend the

religious belief behind the spells cast by covens throughout centuries.
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The History
Several simply wish to learn how to make things happen to better
their lives or fulfill a goal that would not usually be accomplished. It
has been broadly believed that spells involved the utilization of these
powers to bring harm to individuals of a community or their
belongings.
Witches were working with the devil which is why prosecution was
typical. Since the mid twentieth century, the term spells has
sometimes been explained differently to differentiate between bad
spells and good spells.
The concept of spells as adverse is commonly treated as a means of
explaining human bad luck by blaming it either on a supernatural
entity or a known individual in the community. Several blame their
bad luck or “misfortune” on curses and other individuals doing spells
against them.
Beliefs in spells scared many individuals for centuries frequently
leading to witch hunts where the goal was to apprehend, prosecute
and kill anybody who was practicing spells. It didn't matter if the
witch was Pagan or Wiccan. Any form of spells or spell casting was
viewed as illegal and punishable by demise. Rumors of hexes by the
witches that were prosecuted are yet believed to tarry to this day in
particular places.
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During the 20′s covens began to organize in private and
documented meetings and cast spells. Studies on spells and rituals
went on at this time and a lot of books were released. Writers were
hunted down and put behind bars for their writings. What most
individuals didn't understand is that the Wiccan and pagan religions
were really similar to Christian religion.
They believed in the Christian God, along with Mother Nature.
Studies demonstrated that including Mother Nature in their prayers
and honoring her regularly rendered positive energy into the world
and let them channel that favorable energy into other facets of their
focus.
There are a lot of misconceptions about spells. Among them are
sacrifices. Authentic witches of the Wiccan and pagan religions will
never sacrifice anything a live for the sake of a spell. They don't
believe in taking any sort of life for the sake of achieving a goal.
A lot of individuals associate spells and casting spells with wickedness
and black magic when that is not what truly goes on. A lot of wiccans
and pagan solely practice white magic which is respectful of
everybody and brings no harm on anybody or anything.
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Chapter 3:
Understanding The Meaning Of Paranormal

Synopsis
In today’s world there's an ever-increasing intrigue with the
paranormal with both religious and non-religious individuals. The
intrigue

appears

strongest

in

those

without

deep

religious

convictions, maybe because our society leaves a lot of individuals
yearning for something to believe in that is bigger than themselves.
However in recent decades a rising number of earnest Christians
likewise have developed an interest in unexplained phenomena. A lot
of people have really pronounced feelings about these matters, a few
believing wholeheartedly in the validness of paranormal phenomena,
other people feeling even as powerfully that all such claims are bogus
and that even the investigation of these matters is crazy.
Paranormal nomenclature frequently is ambiguous and may have
assorted meanings depending upon the outlook of the individual
using the terms. For the purposes of this, we shall define our terms as
outlined here.
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Paranormal And Other Terms
Paranormal. The American Psychological Association specifies
paranormal to mean “any phenomenon that in one or more respects
exceeds the limits of what is deemed physically possible according to
current scientific assumptions.” So, the word “paranormal” is an
umbrella term utilized to name a broad range of phenomena running
from ESP to the supernatural. This general definition would include
all issues that involve such things as precognition, mind-reading,
telekinesis, spirits, devils, angels, occultism, black magic, miracles,
and even God. While miracles, angels, and other biblically supported
supernatural themes fall inside the realm of the paranormal, here we
shall limit the term to refer to more contemporary events like ESP,
ghosts and apparitions, poltergeists, magic, and fortune-telling. These
are the realms more commonly investigated by modern-day
researchers and are not inevitably religion-based suppositions.
The prefix of the term “paranormal” is para, meaning “beyond,” and
the term therefore describes something that's past the norm or
something that doesn't have a normal or natural account for its being
or occurrence. There are a lot of things in our day-to-day lives that at
first sight seem to be paranormal, just these issues can't genuinely be
classed as paranormal if normal or natural accounts for them may be
observed. An issue can't be ‘paranormal’ unless we may first
demonstrate that it is not ‘normal. To give an illustration, we all
understand what the acronym UFO means — unidentified flying
object. A lot of us have run across flying objects that we couldn't
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promptly identify. However what becomes of a UFO if we later
distinguish it as a sort of experimental aircraft? It's no longer
unknown and therefore can't retain the classification of a UFO. In the
same fashion, an issue that we might think to be paranormal can't
remain a paranormal issue if a normal account for it may be found.
Only those issues that can't be explained by natural means may be
classified (at least temporarily) as paranormal, and they remain so
only till a natural explanation may be found. So in that sense,
“paranormal” becomes only an impermanent designation till the issue
may be amply studied and assessed with every means presently
known to us.
While technically “supernatural” and “paranormal” have basically the
same meanings, they've different connotations. Super means “above”
or “beyond,” and natural implies that which is in accordance with the
rules of nature. Supernatural, then, relates to anything that's beyond
the natural or above the natural laws of the cosmos as we
comprehend it. For instance, if an object might levitate (defy the law
of gravity), that might be a supernatural happening — provided no
natural means might be discovered that would cause the thing to
levitate. However this definition likewise includes a lot of things
bearing on religion. God is supernatural as He is above the natural
laws of the cosmos. The Incarnation, the Resurrection, miracles,
angels, and so forth., likewise are supernatural. All Christians trust in
the supernatural. However that doesn't necessarily imply that all
Christians

trust

in

everything

many

individuals

claim

supernatural.
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are

The occult has to do not just with the supernatural however likewise
with matters that are thought mystical, hidden, or secret. It implies
something that may be understood solely by those initiated into
particular secrets, like magic. Commonly included in the realm of the
occult are such matters as magic (true magic, not slight of hand),
sorcery, black magic, mediumistic abilities, communication with
ghosts, or worship of devils or false gods. Frequently individuals who
practice such matters trust they have the power to do or understand
things that normal individuals can't. Voodoo is a form of occultism;
holding a séance is an occult practice.
We have to remember that a lot of things in these areas intersect, but,
and that this is among the main reasons a lot of people object to
Christians

becoming

involved

in

any

area

of

para-normal

investigation. A few Christians see no difference between holding a
séance and exploring telepathic powers. Even individuals who fully
trust in the paranormal and practice paranormal actions themselves
occasionally disagree over whether particular phenomena are due to
the influence of the occult or are merely natural powers for which we
haven't yet discovered natural explanations. For example, we might
encounter 2 individuals who both claim to bear precognitive abilities.
Not everybody agrees whether clairvoyance ought to be classified as
an occult act or merely a psychic power.
A different matter we have to watch with our terminology is the word
“magic.” As we generally think of it, magic is a cunning means of
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amusement using assorted slight-of-hand strategies devised to fool
the observer’s eye. Stage magicians are truly not “magicians” in the
genuine sense of the word however are in reality “illusionists.”
Everything he accomplishes has a natural explanation. What he does
is produce an illusion, making it look as though something has
occurred that truly hasn’t.
True magic is the study of the occult arts. We said that occultism
dwells on the mystical and hidden, the things that only the initiated
might know. A genuine magician is one who claims to have found out
these secrets and may tap into supernatural powers. There are
broadly thought to be 3 kinds of magic:
White magic, or magic established on knowledge of the hush-hush
things of the Bible and which is based on a belief in God. The term
likewise is utilized by some non-Christians to refer to magic that's
designed to assist instead of hurt individuals. Some trust that white
magic is in fact only black art with a scriptural disguise.
Black magic, or magic broadly based on knowledge of wicked powers.
Black magic frequently is practiced by those who worship fiends or
Satan. Wiccans (who don't believe in Satan) commonly utilize the
term to refer to magic planned to harm instead of assist individuals.
Sympathetic magic. A few think there's a third type of magic named
sympathetic magic or natural magic. They claim that this is a sort of
magic based on “neutral forces” that are neither white nor black. This
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sort of magic is frequently discovered in a lot of folk cures like in the
practice of twining a black thread around warts while repeating a
spell and then placing the thread below a piece of guttering in the
trust that this will make the warts go away.
Most individuals who claim to utilize white magic do so for the good
of humankind, trusting that they may help other people. Most who
practice black magic do so either for personal gain or for wicked
intents.
Other terms will be defined as we progress through our study.
Not everybody may agree with the descriptions here, but they're
offered in the hope that people will have a better understanding of the
paranormal and understand better how to deal with the subject when
faced with unusual phenomena.
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Chapter 4:
What Are Magical Words

Synopsis
The execution of magic almost always requires the utilization of
language. Whether spoken aloud or unspoken, words are oftentimes
utilized to access or guide magic power. The association between
language and magic is due to a belief in the innate power of words to
influence the universe.
This notion is an extension of man's basic utilization of language to
describe his environment, in which "the knowledge of the correct
words, suitable phrases and the more developed forms of speech,
gives man a mightiness over and above his own confined field of
personal action."
Magic speech is consequently a ritual act and is of equal or even
bigger importance to the performance of magic than non-verbal acts.
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The Words
Not all speech is considered magic. Only particular words and
phrases or words uttered in a particular context are thought to
have magic power. Magic language is distinct from scientific
language because it's emotive and it changes words into symbols
for emotions; whereas in scientific language words are attached to
particular meanings and refer to an objective outside reality. Magic
language is consequently especially adept at building metaphors
that launch symbols and link magic rituals to the world.
The language of magic is sacred, set and utilized for a totally
different purpose to that of average life. The 2 forms of language
are distinguished through word choice, grammar, style, or by the
utilization of particular phrases or forms: prayers, spells, songs,
blessings, or chants, for instance. Sacred modes of language
frequently use archaic words and forms in an effort to invoke the
purity or "truth" of a religious or a cultural "golden age".
A different likely source of the power of words is their secrecy and
exclusivity. A great deal of sacred language is separated enough
from common language that it's inexplicable to the majority of the
population and it may only be utilized and translated by
specialized

practicians

(magicians,

priests,

shamans,

mullahs).in that respect,
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even

Magic languages breach the basic function of language:
communication. Yet adherents of magic are yet able to utilize and
to value the magic function of words by trusting in the built-in
power of the words themselves and in the meaning that they have
to supply for those who do comprehend them.
An incantation or enchantment is a charm or spell produced using
words. An incantation might take place during a ritual, either a
hymn or prayer, and might invoke or praise a deity. In magic,
occultism, and witchcraft it's utilized with the intention of casting
a spell on an object or an individual and might employ the
utilization of pharmakeia. The term derives from Latin "incantare"
(tr.), meaning "to chant (a magic spell) upon," from in- "into,
upon" and cantare "to sing".
In medieval literature, folklore, fairy tales and modern fantasy
fiction, enchantments are charms or spells. The term was loaned
into English since around AD 1300. The comparable native English
term is "galdor" "song, spell". It has led to the words "enchanter"
and "enchantress", for those who utilize enchantments.
Here’s an example:
Sweet Dreams Spell
"Feather light on starry night, cozy warm and tired, pleasant
dreams and sweetest thoughts as little angels smile."
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Chapter 5:
Understanding Black Magic

Synopsis
In ancient times individuals were exceedingly religious minded. With
blind faith they trusted in anything they found commodious. They
never had a mentality to question and dispute the facts that they were
asked to trust in. They began worshiping nature and its forces. This
was great in one way as in the process they attempted to preserve it
and not upset the natural balance.
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The Black Arts

However at the same time this unquestionable belief wasn't free from
flaws. They began depending upon the energy of spirits and black
magic. They trusted this to be a force in front of whose wrath they had
to fall helplessly. This unconditional faith was something individuals
of the primitive ages could not help.
However this isn't the case in the contemporary world. You may
definitely comprehend the forces governing the black magic spell
rituals. After that, it's completely up to your discretion whether you
shall believe in its occult power or not.
The birthplace of black magic is Africa. The word black magic brings
up a sense of darkness, and evil and with it affiliated rights and rituals
to please power holders of this cosmos. Among the crucial accessories
of black magic are the voodoo dolls. It's believed that a lot of powers
related to the Devil are affiliated with them which work by activating
the powers of human mind.
There are particular concepts of positive and damaging energy, which
are present everyplace around us. Black magic spells work with the
negative energies to manifest desired changes in your world. It
encourages necromancy.
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In the Middle East black magicians wanted the blood of beasts and
new borns as offerings, which is among the reasons why it wasn't a
much opted path. It was one of the critical reasons why using black
magic was as bad as perpetrating a crime. The staunch believers
thought that the Devil would go down to earth and offer his blessings
and satisfy wishes, once anybody could please him with these acts.
There are quite a number of sorts of black magic. A few of them
being: thaumaturgy, divination, compassionate embodiment and so
forth. Thaumaturgy was thought to have the powers to cure an
individual of any disease. All the additional forms are believed to be
vested with the power to intrude into natural forces and manipulate it
to bring any sort of change one wished for.
All the energies with which black magic worked had something to do
with damaging energy collection. It proved really destructive in
certain cases for the individual who performed it, because of being
careless when dealing with negative energies there are chances that
the individual himself gets hit by it.
So be sensible and intelligent while dealing with such forces of the
brain.
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Chapter 6:
Understanding White Magic

Synopsis
White magic is delineated as magic that's utilized for good..
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The White Arts

White magic is most generally thought of as healing magic, or
spells and rituals that aid individuals. White magic, healing or
"good", as contrary to Black magic. True White Magic Spells
that work may be utilized to protect, bless, heal, and help
yourself or other people.
They may be utilized to bless or purify new ventures, clear and
heal the brain and body, shield individuals and places from
hexes and curses, turn back wicked magic spells and
incantations, reverse foul situations, break jinxes, and allow
good dreams and wishes to be granted.
True White Magic Spells that work are all meant to be
favorable, uplifting, kind, advantageous, and gentle. White
Magic Spells are planned to be defensive, helpful--never
injurious. The forms and factors of black magic spells are unlike
white magic.
They frequently reflect the focus, aims, or interests of those
casting the spells, which is in blunt contrast to the casting of
white magic spells. The casting of black magic spells frequently
comprises symbolism of those things which could be
interpreted as potentially risky or harmful to humans, like
sharp, pointed, caustic, and/or hot elements blended with
- 25 -
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personal objects from the spell's focus (a curl of hair, a drop or
blot of blood, personal mementos, and so forth.). And while this
distinction is mainly observable in folk magic, it may pertain to
additional forms of magic likewise.
Function of white magicWhite magic spells are frequently spells that will better beauty,
heal sicknesses, increase luck, and shift the weather to produce
sunny days, protect a house or individual, banish wickedness
and hold devils at bay.

Practitioners—
Those who practice white magic frequently refer to themselves
as priestess, priests, clerics, shamans and witches.

Characteristics of white magicWhite magic spells frequently contain a component that
includes talismans or amulets in the casting.
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Chapter 7:
Spell Casting Of Days Gone Past

Synopsis
'Magic', in its simplest form, has been utilized by indigenous cultures
to control the surroundings, and bend forces of nature to the will of
the user. The Prehistoric man was a great deal in tune with how they
were ordered in nature, and frequently felt they had to do sacrifices
and offerings to their Gods in order to keep them pleased. These rites
are the earliest sorts of spellcasting, as their power of giving thanks
assisted them in their jobs of farming or accumulating food.
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In The Early Days
African and Native American cultures had their Magi and women to
perform their spells for like reasons. They utilized wands and crystals
to help them in their spell casting, and provided gifts of thanks for the
spiritual energies. They centered more on charms and trinkets, or
dolls to be carried around, and could perform spells where they were
required. Those who performed the spells were extremely revered in
their society, as they had demonstrated themselves mighty enough to
handle the energy of the spirits.
Egyptian and Greeks were more direct in their spell casting, with
their magic being utilized to control the will of others, or giving
healing spells direct to a person through their sleep. The performance
of the rituals had little change from earlier times, as they still believed
that their Gods and Goddesses wished cleanliness from the user, and
offerings or gifts in order to say thank you for the utilize of their
energies.
All the same, the rise of Christianity during Roman times paved the
way for additional sorts of spell casting, lapsing back to the prayers to
God, or the utilization of prayer beads and the cross. As the utilization
of magic started to be criminalized for their pagan roots, the easy
spells presented by the Romans gave them the peace to actively coexist with additional spell casters from additional cultures for a set
time. If the prayers worked, then they'd be given permission to put
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down their edition of the hereafter and their sort of spells worked for
them.
In the Middle Ages, the practice of witchery was illegal, and a lot of
individuals fell under the governing bodies for the accusation of
casting spells on other people.
Stories around these times frequently tell of spells that induced
diabolical images to come up in the dreams of the victim, or spells
that could shift the temperature of the individual, or evil sorcery that
induced the death of an individual.
While it was a crime for spells to be utilized, those who followed the
older path were forced underground, and the practice of spells
continued.
The nature of these spells were the same as their roots. Little rituals
to give thanks for their goods, prayers to their roots, and likewise the
utilization of herbs to cure illnesses were utilized in their daily lives
until the re-emergence of the pagan religion.
There are a lot of different sorts of spell casting. Each depends upon
the cultural backgrounds of the individual requesting assistance.
Although the love spell is the most basic, the utilization of spells are
exceedingly helpful in supplying the guidance we have in our daily
lives.
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A prayer, put up to the spirits or to the Gods or Goddesses of your
religion is the easiest form of a spell. In asking those of a higher
power for help and guidance, the follower is victimization the magical
powers of the gods to benefit their lives. But, due to its rigorous
religious connotations, it's seldom classed as a spell, but more a way
of thanking your opted deity.
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Chapter 8:
Modern Uses Of Spell Casting

Synopsis
Due to the fear of persecution, the utilization of spells isn't widely
advertised or published, though a few groups are making great efforts
to take the dread out of spell casting. An individual might decide to
cast spells on their own, and not join a coven, a.k.a. group of
individuals who gather together to work on spells and crafts. An
individual who does good spells is likewise called a white witch, for
they intend to do great things.
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Today

The solitary white witch, a.k.a. your next-door-neighbor, or the
individual on the bus, who rehearses spells, may not want
everybody to know out of fear of persecution or additional forms of
rejection. What may this individual do? How may they exercise
magic and do spells with other people around them or at his or her
house? Easy.
It is not required that an individual let the Earth know that they're
a witch, this is personal preference. An individual might have a
nice setting of 3 candles, with a few gems, and perhaps a bowl of
water.
To the unknowing individual, this might seem as an innocent
ornament.
To the spell caster, this is a place to shine and gather power or to
do easy spells.
That lucky charm an individual carries is likewise a spell for good
luck, though it wouldn't be though that way. A lucky shirt that a
baseball player wears to every game; is a spell. To take the fear out
of spells, an individual has to comprehend how spells are done in
the contemporary world, or how they're hidden, or masked.
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A witch may frequently find what is needed for a spell in the food
market. Salt for instance, any salt will do, but sea salt is more pure.
Sea salt may be generally found in a lot of stores. Sea salt is
likewise utilized to protect against bad energy. Have you ever
thrown salt over your shoulder for fortune? You just did spell
casting.
Camphor is believed to work very well to clear ones head and help
them feel good. Camphor is utilized in magic spell casting much
the same way. It's utilized to clear the brain and soul, and a lot
more uses. There are a lot of apple and cinnamon scented air
sprays, candles and potpourri on the market. Apple and cinnamon
are utilized in magical spells to better happiness in the house.
An individual may buy these at a store, wish it in his or her mind to
bring about such serenity, and he or she has simply rehearsed a
spell. Spell casting may be as simple as an individual needs it to be,
or as hard as an individual wants it to be. Casting spells isn't wrong
unless the caster makes it wrong.
An individual shouldn't seek out to do injury to other people. The
Wiccan Rede states, “An as ye harm none, do what ye will”
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Chapter 9:
Cautions About Spell Casting

Synopsis
If you make a spell or ritual, eventually you’ll wish to cast it. There are
plenty of individuals who cast spells daily. A few are Pagan and others
are from an assortment of different religions.
Wicca believes that everything you do will return threefold stronger.
If you send out favorable energy with your spells, eventually you'll get
favorable energy in response. This is true for damaging energy also.
So, prior to casting that spell to give your foe a boil in an
uncomfortable place, think! Is it truly worth it? Generally it isn’t.
Ethics in spell production are crucial considerations. Before any spell
is produced, you have to consider the spells implications. There truly
are just 2 rules for spell crafting and they're to do no harm and to not
remove somebody’s free will. So, ponder before you put pen to paper!
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Think First

A different thing to bear in mind is whether you truly need to utilize
magic. It’s easy to begin casting spells and carrying on rituals for
every little thing. Magic is mighty however it’s not always necessary or
the most beneficial alternative. Frequently spells work in unforeseen
ways. They may likewise work less quickly than we’d like or have
intriguing side effects.
Magic may likewise make a set of circumstances more complicated.
First brainstorm and work out everyday solutions to your issue.
Typically it takes less time and less energy to follow through with the
routine solutions. Magic isn’t a panacea. The caster has to take an
active role.
For instance, if you do a spell for successfulness, then don’t expect
cash to appear in your billfold or purse. You shouldn’t continue
spending your cash and doing the things you understand are not
conducive to prosperity. That simply defeats the purpose of the spell.
Rather produce a situation that may capitalize on your spell. Nor
should you believe that because you did a spell that it will
automatically work out. There are a lot of reasons why spells don’t
work. Even the most experienced of people cast spells that don’t
work.
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 I don't suggest will binding spells, unless you're willing to take
on the karma.
 I don't suggest spells that will hurt individuals unless you're
willing to take on karma.
 I don't suggest any personal gain spells, however rather spells
that will help you accomplish the means, however not give them
to you with no work.
You need a job, so you say that you'll do a job spell. Before you even
consider casting attempt all routine aspects to find that job. If you do
a job spell, think that somebody else could need it more. A man with a
wife and 3 kids who's struggling to make ends meet is competing with
you for a job. You cast a job spell, and you receive the job. He's
evicted from his house, his loved ones starve and his youngsters can’t
go to school. Consider the ramifications before you cast.
If you actually decide to cast, make certain you harm none, don’t
change freewill and don’t do a lot of personal gain. If you've almost
completed the spell, add a couple of lines that make certain it’s for the
good of all, harms none, won’t have any awful effects and so forth,
after all, it’s your karma.
Remember:
Ask yourself these questions before you choose to cast a spell:
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Have I done everything I may to solve the set of circumstances
without magic?
Attempt all the routine methods of getting your goals before resorting
to spells. If you want a job, send your resume prior to breaking out
the green candles and patchouli. If you’re having a dispute with
somebody at work, attempt speaking to them about the issue before
you go consulting binding spells. That way, you may make sure that
your intentions are good.

Will this spell hurt another, or turn somebody’s will to mine?
Witches don't cast spells meant to hurt somebody else. Nor do they
cast spells on others without their permission, regardless how good
their intentions. There’s a great reason for this: injurious and
meddling spells have an awful tendency to backfire on the individuals
who cast them.
If you’re watching somebody close to you suffering, it may be hard to
think about the situation objectively. If possible, talk over the matter
with another trusted pagan acquaintance.
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Am I ready to accept the ramifications of this spell, whatever they
may be?
Think long and hard about this one. As I’ve stated previously, you
could cast a spell with the greatest of intentions, however wind up
with unforeseen ramifications. Meditate a bit on it before you choose
to cast the spell. Talk to other witches and see if there isn’t a better
answer.

Either way, your spell has a better possibility of success if you totally
“own" it, and anything that comes from it. The most beneficial way to
prevent unexpected ramifications is to follow the guidelines set out
above - and, above all, to cast the spell with love in your heart.
Making magic is a mighty and transformative experience. You
become the subject, and you become the result.

Make certain that what you’re requesting is something you’d like to
become.
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Chapter 10:
What The Critics And Proponents Have To Say

Synopsis
Do spells truly work? Many people say spells are just bunk... and
there are people who truly believe.
My brief answer is, "yep". The long answer starts here....
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Does It Work

Magic spells don't work the way most individuals "believe" or
"wish" they worked.
For instance, you won't cast a love spell and have the person of
your dreams knocking at your door a couple of minutes later.
Magic isn't a "magic pill" that will immediately solve all your
issues, and get all your desires immediately.
That being stated... Magic does work, and it may alter your life.
Here's how...
First recognize that magic is a way to "engage" the power of
your brain, spirit, soul, and subconscious mind. When you do it
right, not only does it arouse the power of positive thinking in
your mind... but it produces a subconscious drive to accomplish
what you want. Yes...there are mysterious forces at work in the
universe that may help the spell get the effect you want... but
even more potent is what occurs inside of you.
To do this...to cast a successful spell calls for just five things. If
you "get these right" there's no end to what you may achieve
with magic.
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It's crucial to allow yourself to feel full emotion for the desire
you're attempting to attract. The more emotion you feel and
expand into the spell, the better your results. Do whatever you
have to do in order to bring up your strongest emotions.
You have to trust in magic with all your heart... even more you
have to trust that the spell you're going to cast will help you
accomplish the results you want.
You have to stay centered on only the single desire at hand. I
never suggest attempting to cast a spell to satisfy more than 1
hope at a time. You have to center on 1 thing, and 1 thing only
during your spell.
When you cast a spell, don't sit around "waiting" for it to bring
in results. You have to begin taking true action on your own that
will bring you closer to the goal or want. If you cast a love spell,
for instance, get out of the house...make an attempt to smile and
engage individuals. Give the spell a chance to work!
Don't obsess on "when" the spell will bring in results... or how
speedily things will begin to change. It's best for you to merely
forget about the spell, and go on with your life in a positive way.
If you go on to think, think, think, you'll hold back some of the
power from the spell.
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Wrapping Up
Spell casting works in a like way as "positive thinking"... and
"favorable action". The brain and spirit are really potent tools. Spell
casting is merely a way to program these tools to help draw in desires
and goals.
Any time you blend favorable thought, belief in yourself, and positive
action, you'll succeed in accomplishing what you seek. Spell casting is
a fun and empowering way to produce this process inside of you.
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